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there is a love story, but it is in the background of a much more dramatic plot. this is a movie about a character at once a force of
nature, a moral compass and, at times, a sad little man. and yet, even as he and the audience grapple with grief and failure,

shanghais lightness of touch helps make it a genuinely uplifting movie. but shanghais story is also about a man of many shadows.
shang-chis lack of clarity is compounded by the fact that he doesn’t know who he is. he is not only a martial artist but also a thief,

and, it is hinted, a murderer. the elements of the film are interwoven, and we are never quite sure what aspect of shang-chis life we
are following. this allows the directors and writers to take full advantage of the form of wuxia, in which a story is told in a series of

episodes with a grand sweep and a character arc that extends over decades, usually with a clear sense of place. in shanghai, shang-
chi is in the place where he began, a street fighter in the slums of shanghai, who later becomes a thief and a master of the martial
arts. the film sets up all of its key scenes in the past, but it ends with a sense of future possibility, as it picks up where the first film
left off. his final words to his son are a reminder of the complexity of his character. he can be a villain, but he can also be a hero.

shanghai is the story of a man who is both. and yet, shanghai is less a swan song for the character than a call to action. portuguese-
born actress lina dedign, who played the chinese mother, was nominated for an academy award for her performance in this movie.

the actors who played her relatives include ben gazzara and michael des barres.
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